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EDITORIAL

This is my first editorial and I feel quite privileged to be following on from such well known
philatelists as Alan Salisbury, Ed Druce and Dingle Smith. I hope that I can live up to the
high standards set by the three previous editors. Dingle made a number of suggestions on
changes to Capital Philately a number of which I hope to pick up on. I had hoped to include
some of them in this, my first issue as editor but the month prior to publication has been
rather too hectic. The one thing I won't change is the size, which has already been changed
once in the journal's life.

I have my own ideas on the direction that I would like to take the journal but I am also keen
to hear from any of our members who have ideas or suggestions. Or better still articles. A
few members have already made suggestions but I would also welcome others. I would in
particular be happy to publish any letters to the editor. One of the unwritten rules of this and
many other journals is that only original articles will be published. In the past articles that
have been previously published have not been reprinted. This is a good rule but the reason it
tends to be unwritten is that occasionally an article appears that may be of interest to many
members but it originally appeared in an obscure or difficult to locate publication. In this
case I know most editors would make an exception.

Capital Philately has had a long tradition of publishing quite serious articles and research on
a number of areas. I applaud this decision and I will keep up this tradition. However, the one
thing that I would like to do as editor is move away from issues which are dominated by
highly specialised articles. To do this I will need your assistance. I am keen to get articles
which cover wide fields By this I mean ones such as my own on formula aerogrammes of
the British Commonwealth. This covers a wide field of countries and may be of interest to
anyone who collects the stamps, stationery or postal history of a particular country or region.
I am keen to get similar articles, which may stimulate interest for collectors in an area that
they hadn't thought of. Others must have general interests that they could write a general
overview of, and I would always be willing to assist new authors. I collect Jusqu'a airmail
markings of the world. By covering the world I make collecting easier and a welcome
change to my highly specialised Leeward Islands postal stationery. When I wrote an article
on Jusqu'a markings of the Caribbean for the British Caribbean Philatelic Study Group I had
an excellent response from collectors in many areas. Sometime down the track I will write
an overview of worldwide Jusqu'a markings for Capital Philately. So anyone out there who
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collects number ones of the world, squared circle postmarks or anything else that covers a
wide field, please consider writing an overview of your field. Recently David Miner wrote
an article analysing modern Australian usage based on the mail he receives from work. I
know this interested many people and is also the type of general interest article I would like.
Similar, both thematics and social philately are ripe for articles with general appeal.
Similarly I had a suggestions that a series of articles on "why I collect a particular area"
would be of interest and fairly easy to write. So put on your thinking caps and keep the
articles rolling in.

In this issue is included part two of Tom Adami's interesting article on the archival value of
postal items. I appreciate to many that this article looks rather specialised but in fact it is not.
It contains a wide ranging discussion on the topic that contains many ideas. To all of you
budding social philatelists there are a wealth of ideas included within. However, it is one of
those articles that is best read a small part at a time and is worth going back and re-reading
sections that interest you. The Machin Group, which is attached to the Society, continues to
grow and I asked Albert Farrugia to provide a general article on Machins for this issue. I
expect to see more like this and our equally dynamic Postcard Group has promised a similar
treat. Finally, one pagers like Ian McMahon's, based on a single cover or other item of
interest are always of interest. My special thanks to David Miner for the piece on Bernard
Murtaugh, who will always hold a special place in our hearts.

Please keep the articles coming in, both general interest and specialised, and I will endeavour
to maintain the proud tradition of Capital Philately. So read and enjoy but most of all
provide me with feedback.

VALE - BERNARD FRANCIS IGNATIUS MURTAUGH
1904-1998

One of our Life Members, Major Bernard Murtaugh passed away in August aged 94.
Bernard was born in Acton, London, UK in 1904. His father was Irish, and mother Scots-
French. Having lost his father as a youth, his mother was his mentor and a particularly strong
influence. She ran her own business, which for that time was unusual, however, her forceful
personality ensured her success.

Bernard recalled the trainload's of wounded soldiers returning from France, and was
particularly drawn to those blinded in the conflict. He assisted the war effort in an aircraft
factory aged 14 and considered himself quite a lad (although he confided that he was really
frightened by the huge, noisy boring machines he operated).

After hostilities concluded, he entered the printing trade at the behest of his mother, before
joining the British Army in the late 1920's. He was part of the British Expeditionary Force in
France and Belgium in 1940 with the rank of sergeant. Here fortune smiled on him - the
Colonel called him into his office and advised that Bernard had been selected for Officer
Training. He was ordered to hand over current duties to his corporal and report the following
morning to be trucked back to the coast and take berth to England. When he objected, stating
he was too old under the regulations, the Colonel advised the regulations were superseded
due to wartime. Bernard left, as ordered, and the German push through Belgium commenced
just 48 hours later. Most members of the regiment were killed when the Germans overran
their entrenchments, so Bernard was granted more than half a century more of life.
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Bernard served as a junior officer in England, and later as a Captain in the Far East under
Mountbatten. It was in a truck going to Kandy (Ceylon) for replacement kit that he met Anne
McMillan, a telegraphy officer, and they married after the war. Bernard's printing talents
were utilised producing false documents for AOS (he called it the "dirty tricks" department).
Later he served in the Army of Occupation in northern Germany supervising post-war
printing. It was a happy time for Bernard and Anne, who settled down in a flat and enjoyed
spending their savings.

After retiring from the Army in 1953, he replied to a position vacant in an English newspaper
offering a printing sales role in outback Queensland and as the successful applicant, he and
Anne migrated to Australia. There were thrilling journeys to these primitive towns, but for
Anne a lonely time in an outer Brisbane suburb, awaiting his return from yet another trip.
Following a position in Port Moresby supervising printing and proof-reading for the
Government, he and Ann came to Canberra.. Bernard joined the Canberra Philatelic Society
and was active till his retirement. Living in Yarralumla they had a superb garden, and
examples of almost every type of fruit tree suitable for growing in this climate. At this time
Bernard cultivated roses, and purchased on his birthday one additional plant each year, to
maintain one rosebush for every year of his life.

As a reflection to 1914-1918 and the memories of those blinded soldiers, Bernard sought to
assist fundraising for the Guide Dog Association. He made-up small booklets of stamps from
his collection, pricing them attractively, and passing on the funds to the Guide Dog
Association. After exhausting his own stamp collection he called on Embassy's, Legations
and businesses for their used stamps, which he soaked and sold for charity. Right up to this
year he walked his rounds collecting stamps, soaking and making up sheets for the circuit
books and stamp auctions. A dedication occupying 30 hours every week for all those years.

Late last year Bernard was knocked down by a truck on a Fyshwick footpath, suffering facial
injuries, damage to ribs and his legs. It took him several months to recover and he was no
longer so steady on his feet. John Mullin of Canberra Philatelic Society offered to act as
chauffeur, and it was during one of these outings that Bernard stumbled down a step in
Deakin. He sustained a fractured pelvis and it took pain filled months in a walking frame to
recover. During this time he maintained his soaking and making-up circuit sheets, with some
of his stamp providers - particularly the Aust. Nursing Federation - delivering their
envelopes to his home.

As a tribute to Bernard, the Philatelic Society of Canberra is continuing to fund-raise for the
Guide Dog Association by canvassing stamps from Bernard's sources, and on-selling stamps
and covers to philatelists.
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THE ARCHIVAL VALUE OF POSTAL ITEMS - PART 2

by Tom A. Adami

(Editor: This is the second instalment oj a long discussion on whether it is appropriate to
take in stamps to an archival repository. These discussions were originally posted on the
internet and make interesting reading.)

Stamps can tell us a lot in the area of material culture studies
and can be a dating tool. If they aren't kept with a collection then,
they should at least have a good copy made and placed with the
documentation for studies that may be made in the future.

Debra Westerman Museum Registrar westerman_d@dep.state.f1.us

Many things contain important historic information and can
be used in our interpretation of history. This does not mean they are
archival. Mint condition stamps are published, created by the

Figure 1 - Elihu Burrittfoundedthousands, therefore not archival material. An archival repository
the "The League of Universal may have other reasons for keeping them in their collection just as it
Brotherhood" One of the first k . - b k ~ '11d ' ke i hi 1. t st if h L may -eep some artitacts or rare 00 cs. Sn oesn t ma e it arc rvai.mere sot e eague was to
organize a campaign 'for the
abolition of all restrictions upon Janet E. Roberts Maine State Archives and Maine Newspaper
international correspondence Project email: janet.roberts@state.me.us
and friendly intercourse'.

The FBI is reputed to be able to use a postage stamp adhered to an envelope to recover
sufficient quantities of DNA from dried saliva to do an individual identification of the person
that licked the stamp. It is not inconceivable that such a focused and easily locatable source of
DNA source material may be important to the researcher of the future. For example, Lincoln's
DNA from hair samples apparently was used to help determine whether he had Marfan's
Syndrome. Other examples would be apparent to the genetics expert.

From: Flekke, Mary M mt1ekke@FLSOUTHERN.EDU

Michael Ravnitzky MikeRav@ix.netcom.com

From: Mary E. Goddard[SMTP:megoddar@SUN1.LIB.UCI.EDUJ

Response 1 - Yes, but sometimes the one who wrote the
letter is not the one who licked the stamp!

Response 2 - Does this mean the FBI is now gnashing their
teeth over 'self-stick stamps'?!

Figure 2 - In 1660 with the
Restoration, Sir Henry Bishop

was appointed Postmaster
General
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We routinely discard most envelopes (stamped or otherwise), unless they have some
special characteristics (logos, etc.), or there are notes or other information written on them in
addition to the standard address information.

Figure 3 - English Letter [p~vmouth to I had mentioned one time before
London] showing 3d manuscript rate mark that stamps have a material culture
and early London Bishop Mark, Feb. 1670 value for historians. They can tell

you something of the time period,
or whether it travelled across the seas, what inks were being used, even tell
you something about the person as to the way it was placed on the
envelope, quality of the envelope can tell you something also about the
person. l\ note should at least be made with the documentation as to
colour, design, year (if it can be discerned). This goes for the cancelled ink
stamp as well. I am in the process of doing 2 different material culture
studies and the stamps from one of the studies has led me to other sources
and has given me an insight to the culture and the person of the time. Our
archives are small and considered part of our museum collection and so
none of the envelopes or stamps have been tossed. I have written all the information down on
the catalogue sheets in case they should be tossed in later years.

Does this mean we should be retaining all the
envelopes we get with collections of correspondence?
And if so, where are we going to find room to put them
all (never mind the money to buy the extra boxes,
folders, etc.)? They can easily double the volume of a
collection of correspondence.

Michele Barker Connecticut Valley Historical Museum

Figure 4 - Bishop
Marks were

developed & used
in England in the
time of Henry

Bishop around the
1660's.

17/3/98 Debra Westerman Florida Park Service Museum Registrar
e-mail westerman_d@dep.state.tlus

Figure 5 - Three of the riders
who worked for the Pony
Express which, contrary to

common believe, only operated
for afew short years but has
developed into a legendary
icon of the American West

David I am a stamp and coin dealer who specialises in
working with archives, museums, and institutions. The
institutions that use me view stamps and envelopes as outside
their collection's realm; and hence, de-accession these items to
raise money. I have worked with a couple of museums that
collected very narrowly, i.e. revenue stamps printed by the
state of North Carolina. Stamps, envelopes, etc. are easily
stolen, so security becomes a big issue, either from the
standpoint of display or just leaving envelopes in with letters
in the collection. If you have specific questions, please contact
me In any manner.

Doug Mattox Mattox Coins and Stamps PO Box 12084,
Raleigh NC 27605

Some simple answers to your questions - I am referring to mint sets here, not to used stamps
that may come with envelopes in collections.
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1) What are your views on postage stamps in archives? Do they belong? (please provide your
reasoning)

We are a film and sound archive and do have a few postage stamps in our collection that relate
to the subject matter ie film and sound (history, technology, personalities)

2) If you view stamps to be appropriate, how would you go about collecting them? (actively,
passively through donations, on a topical/thematic basis, etc.)

Usually acquired passively - we would not actively seek them, unless our organisation was
involved in their issue or production in some way, which has been the case.

Sue Terry Joint Manager, Client, Services, National Film & Sound Archive, Canberra ACT
sueterry@netinfo.com.au sueterry@nfsa.gov.au

I believe some philatelic material is record material. For the past few years I have been
drafting notes on philatelic materials in archival collections (which I hope to publish some day).
Here are some of my findings. I would appreciate any constructive criticism. Please note that
philatelic materials include stamps, covers and their markings. I have more information related
to exhibits, preservation, identification, disposition, outreach (to postal historians), security, etc.

Peter J. Roberts Georgia State University

Scholarly research using philatelic materials have made worthy contributions to the
historical record which were unavailable from traditional historical resources. Stamps have been
shown to be bearers of symbols as part of a national system of communication. Reid, Donald
M.tThe Symbolism of Postage Stamps: A Source for the Historian,* Journal of Contemporary
History (1984 19(2)) 223-249. The study of Ottoman stamps has helped recount the history of
the Ottoman Empire's fiscal calendar. Rose, Richard B. *The Ottoman Fiscal Calendar,*
Middle East Studies Association Bulletin (1991, 25(2)) 163. Covers have revealed relevant
historical information in biographies. Information on covers and postal cards helped Bill Welch
to better document Dr. Rolando Kuehn's varied activities on the Mosquito Coast. This
information pointed him in areas he would never otherwise have considered investigating, e.g.,
several covers from Hawaii led to the link with King Kalakaua of Hawaii and the legendary
Hawaiian missionary Father Damien de Veuster. Welch, Bill. Letter to author, Oct. 17, 1995.
Welch, Bill. *The Bones of Rolando Kuehn," The American Philatelist (Mar. 1993) 222. and for
the examination of ethnic migration. Gruber, Alfred A. *Tracing the Chinese in Mexico
Through Their Covers,* The American Philatelist Gun. 1993) 568. The time required to
disseminate information among the medieval aristocracy has been gleaned from postal markings
on European state letters. Mackay, James. The Guinness Book of Stamps: Facts & Feats (New
York: Canopy Books, 1992), 43. Later postal markings supplement written records by providing
dated evidence of the world's transportation history including the mode and route of travel.
Reid, Donald M. "The Symbolism of Postage Stamps: A Source for the Historian," Journal of
Contemporary History (19 (2) 1984) 225.

Covers occasionally include illustrations which provide important visual information for
the historical record. Some covers include commercial advertisements. Some Civil War era
covers have engravings of regimental encampments or patriotic cartoons. Stromberg, William.
"The Large Regimental Patriotic Envelopes of the U.S. Civil War,* The American Philatelist (Iul.
1991) 614-16. Some covers include personal illustrations or are marked with doodles which can
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express a person's state of mind. Jilg, Silvia; Pies bergen, Christoph; Tunner, Wolfgang.
*Graphischer Ausdruck und Erkennen von Gefuhlsqualitaten. (Graphic expression and
recognition of emotions.)* Gestalt Theory (Dee. 1995) Vol 17(4) 293-300.

In some instances a sender makes a conscious selection of stamps for mailing. The
sender may purposely use postage stamps displaying patriotic symbols or stamps
commemorating subjects like organised labour, family planning, environmental protection, or
Black history. Today's love stamps can emphasise that certain mail is of an affectionate nature.
Charity seals celebrating religious holidays or espousing environmental causes provide additional
insight of a writer's affiliations and concerns.

Even the stamps themselves can provide historical information. Nations commonly
issue postage stamps to document important achievements. These stamps offer historians
* ...excellent primary sources for the symbolic messages which governments seek to convey to
their citizens and to the world." Reid, Donald M. *The Symbolism of Postage Stamps: A
Source for the Historian," Journal of Contemporary History (1984 19(2)) 223. For example,
Spain, France, the British Commonwealth, and the United States have produced numerous
stamps which promote facets of their military history. Lorente, Luis Maria. "EI Sello de
Correos, Como Documento de la Historia Militar," Revista de Historia Militar [Spain] (1984
28(56)) 205-214. Many communist countries have used stamps to propagandise economic
development or anti-American sentiments. The Soviet Union has issued numerous stamps
promoting five-year plans for economic growth. North Korea has used stamps to denounce the
United States* imperious activities in Southeast Asia, Africa and Latin America. Vietnam has
celebrated the downing of American aircraft and its attacks on U.S. bases. Cuba has condemned
the American use chemical weapons in Vietnam. Mackay, James. The Guinness Book of
Stamps: Facts & Feats (New York: Canopy Books, 1992), 162-165. Recent Iranian stamps
promulgate revolutionary messages and commemorate jihad martyrs. *Postage-Size
Propaganda,* The New York Times Magazine (Feb. 15, 1987) 1. *Stamps and Sympathy" Time
(Sep. 19, 1988) 29. Some countries have also promoted more peaceful issues including: paying
taxes, food production, and accident prevention. Mackay, James. The Guinness Book of
Stamps: Facts & Feats (New York: Canopy Books, 1992), 164-165.

Dated correspondence and a cover's postal markings inform researchers about the lapse
of time between when a letter was written, posted, and received at the destination post office.
Mail delays can be determined by comparing cover's postmark and backstamp. Postal markings
provide evidential value similar to timed dater stamps often found on office records. Knowing
when a stamp was issued can also assist a researcher in dating an undated letter. The dates of
undated correspondence can be estimated from postage on a cover when the date stamp is
obscured. A processing archivist probably won't have the time to look up the stamps in a
catalog, but a determined researcher undoubtedly will.

Manuscripts can be more valuable for their postal history component then their
informational value. The following helps illustrate this point:

"My own experience with this concerned a group of letters
between two partners of an 1830s iron forge. I happened to be
browsing the local stamp expo when a friend conspiratorially
whispered "take a look at these" -~ there were about 30 letters from
about a five-year span that were to be sold off piecemeal as
"stampless covers." [....] After some cajoling the dealer let me
borrow the letters, run them back to the library to photocopy, and

Figure 6 - Mauritius, 1847,1 penny return to him for sale the next day. The possibility of donation? --
~ndh2 penc1de.The .first c/ob[Onialst~'!'P nada. The cost of buying them alP -- too much for us. I only had
In t e wor was lSSUec. VMauritius .. I - .

on the 21 Se tember 18i7. These two to promIse him I wouldn t reveal who I got them trom, since he
gems are in ~e Swedish postal feared that public knowledge of the existence of photocopies might
museum collection. hurt their sale value. I was happy to comply and we ,salvaged a
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small historical record that otherwise would've disappeared. Makes me wonder how many
historically useful manuscripts are sitting in stamp collections, prized only for their value as
"stampless covers." " Stout, Lee. (1994, Jun. 1). Photocopied collections. Archives &
Archivists [Online] . Available e-mail: ARCHIVES@.MIAMIUBITNET

Most of the monetarily valuable philatelic material is usually on starnpless folded letters
dating from the mid-seventeenth century to 1840's. Mackay, James. The Guinness Book of
Stamps: Facts & Feats (New York: Canopy Books, 1992), 9. These letters often have written or
hands tamped markings indicating the originating post office, payment, and sometimes routing,
and postal record keeping information. Disposition of these letters can pose a Solomonic
decision for the archivist since the postal markings and the historical text are confined to the
same sheet of paper.

Stamps which are tom, missing perforations or ones which are printed well off center are
of little value to collectors unless they are considerably rare. One notable exception are *crash
covers" which survived transportation accidents such as plane crashes and ship sinkings. Two
notable references regarding crash covers are Ehlerding, Carl W. *Wreck Covers Ship and Air,"
The American Philatelist Gun., 1959) and Hopkins, Adrian E. A history of Wreck Covers
(London:) These items are often torn or missing stamps and usually have smoke or water
damage. Collings and Schoolley-West, The Care and Preservation of Philatelic Materials, 3.
They pose difficult preservation problems, yet their proper care and retention is justified since
they are typically a powerful, tangible, and visual record of an important and horrific event.

Registered, certified, insured, and express mail cover markings provide researchers
informational value regarding the importance or urgency of the accompanying documents.

A cover provides legal and evidential value in cases where it is necessary to prove that a
letter was mailed. The cover furnishes evidence that it was correctly addressed; had a return
address (and was not returned by the postal service); and had the proper postage. [FIX] *Proof
of mailing by evidence of business or office custom* 45 American Law Reports 4th 476. Such
proof is prima facie evidence that the letter was received. [FIX] Horton v. Allstate Insurance
Company, No. 68186, Court of Appeals of Georgia, 171 Ga. App. 707 (1984).

Auxiliary markings on war-time covers can help researchers to better interpret
correspondence. Censor markings, *Free-POW Mail" hand stamps, preferential postal rates, and
unusual mail routings, provide clues of governmental or self-censorship. Fiset, Louis. (1994,
Dee. 5). Philatelic Materials in Archives [e-mail to Peter J. Roberts], [Online]. Available e-mail:

LIBPJR@LANGATE.GSU.EDU World War I
and II era European covers occasionally provide
information about the complicated and
cumbersome message schemes used to circumvent
mail restrictions between warring nations.
Organizations like Thomas Cook & Son and the
International Red Cross aided mail delivery by
establishing forwarding facilities which worked with
censors. In some instances the covers (which were
sometimes addressed to aliases) were sent to a
forwarding agent at a designated postal box or
dummy firm in a neutral country like Switzerland or

Portugal. The mail was then transferred to the intended addressee. Gobby, Thomas J. *World
War II Message Schemes,* The American Philatelist (Apr. 1988) 342-349. Robson Lowe Ltd.,
1970).

The placement of stamps on an envelope can bring added meaning to the accompanying
correspondence. During the antagonisms preceding the American Civil War, Southerners may

Figure 7 - 1965 US Civil War
Commemorative stamp
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have placed three cent stamps upside-down in support of succession. The stamps referred to
were issued in 1857 (Scott #'s 25-26). Specialists of this period have noted a relative increase in
upside down stamps from the South as they near 1861. Lightfoot, Gene. (Dee. 13, 1994).
Position on envelope? [Discussion], [Online]. Available e-mail: USENET Newsgroup:
ree.collecting.stamps In protest against the Vietnam War, some dissenters also pasted U.S. flag
stamps upside-down. Shapiro, Jeffrey N. Letter to author, Dee. 27, 1994. During the 1870's
the placement of stamps developed into an elaborate symbolic language of courtship. These
tlirtatious codes were explained by eastern U.S. newspapers, mentioned in a 1896 novel, found
on valentine covers, and were still recognised into the 1930's. *...when a postage stamp has been
placed upside down on the right comer of the letter, it means 'I love you'; in the same comer,
crosswise, 'My heart is another's'; straight up and down in the left-hand comer, 'Write no more';
in the center of the top, 'Yes'; opposite, at bottom, 'No'; on the right-hand comer at the right
angle, 'Do you love me?'; in the left-hand comer, 'I hate you'; top comer on the right, 'I wish
your friendship'; bottom comer on the left, 'I seek your acquaintance'; on a line with the
surname, 'Accept my love'; the same upside down, 'I am engaged'; at the right angle in the same
place, 'I long to see you'; in the middle at the right-hand edge, 'Write immediately'." Valencia, M.
and Loker, Donald. "More stamp codes," Linn's Stamp News (Mar. 16, 1987), 4. Antin,
Charles. *Love letter code,* Linn's Stamp News (Feb. 9, 1987) 4. A stamp placed upside-down
on the coverts upper left-hand comer means either, *Write soon* or *1 am longing to see you.*
Ade, George. Artie: A Story of the Streets and Town (Chicago: Herbert S. Stone & Co. 1896),
18. Code variations appeared in the July 19, 1882 issue of the Washington Reporter and March
9, 1911 issue of The Baltimore Morning Sun. Hotchner, John M. *What is the significance of
stamp placement?* Linn*s Stamp News (Oct. 9, 1995) 6. This custom was also known in
Great Britain, France, and Germany. In France, an upside-down stamp standing on its left
comer meant, .tIt is all over between us*; upside-down on its right corner signified, *I*m upset.*
vos Savant, Marilyn. *Ask Marilyn" Parade Magazine (Feb. 20, 1994), 8. German cards from the
1950's illustrated how to use pairs of stamps for messages. They convey sentiments like:
"Nothing can separate us; Always yours; Warm embraces; Only you make me happy; My heart is
yours; Yours alone; and Love me.* Busch, Jacob P. *Briefmarken-Sprache (Language of
Postage Stamps)* German Postal Specialist (Dee. 1991) 520. Rittmeier, Werner. *Briefmarken
der 50er Jahre gru?en,* Deutsche Briefmarken-Zeitung (1992 (2)) 126. Hotchner, *What is the
significance of stamp placement?* 6. The scholar who edited the letters of the American literary
critic, H.L. Mencken, and Sara Haardt noted, *...most of them were mailed with the postage
stamp carefully pasted upside down: a code which, in those days carried an additional message--
that you were in love with the person you were sending your letter to.* Rodgers, Marion
Elizabeth, ed. Mencken and Sara : a life in Letters : the private correspondence of H.L.
Mencken and Sara Haardt (New York: McGraw-Hill, c1987), 72. Antin, Charles. *Love letter
code," Linn's Stamp News (February 9, 1987),4. If the archives had disposed of the covers such
an observation would have been lost.

To be continued ...

Machin Interest Group
of the

Philatelic Society of Canberra
Collectors interested in the Machin series should join. The group's newsletter Machinations
is issued bi-monthly and contains a wealth of useful information for the Machin collector.

For more information contact Albert Farrugia on 02 6295 7487
or look in the internet at http://www.tip.net.au/-albfar/mig.htm
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1998 - A YEAR IN MACHINS
Albert Farrugia

The past year has seen many developments for the enthusiast in the Machin series. This
article reviews some of the most important ones.

Changes in printers

In 1997 the Dutch printers Enschede lost the contract to print sheet definitives, which was
awarded to Harrison (soon to be assimilated by De La Rue) and Walsall. both these firms
changed their printing methods. Harrison had always printed their stamps by photogravure;
the new definitives were printing using computer generated images on the cylinders instead
of acid etched engraving. Walsall, a firm which had hitherto used lithography, also switched
to computer generated gravure.

Machin specialists would agree that the new printings resulted in stamps with a higher level
of definition and, overall, a softer, cleaner image of Arnold Machin's original design.

Figure 1

The new prmtings may be distinguished by several features, but to the experienced
"rnachinite", the different printings are unmistakable. They may also be distinguished by the
differences in the space between the Queen's head and the right margin - see Figure 1. The
new printings - right - have the crown closer to the margin.

Prestige Booklets

The post office issued two prestige booklets over 1997 - 98. In September 1997, a booklet
was issued to commemorate the 75th anniversary of the BBC. Over the same period, the
fiftieth anniversary of Elizabeth II's wedding was commemorated through the issue of a
commemorative set.

The Machins did their bit as well - the first class rate stamps were issued in a golden colour.
This affected the 26p stamp and the non-value indicated first class stamp. Both booklet and
sheet stamps were issued. Both stamps were included in the BBe prestige booklet from
Harrison (Figure 2) In addition, booklets of first class stamps were issued by Harrison and
Walsall. The stamps may easily be distinguished with some practice, especially with the help
of a UV lamp. Sheet stamps were also issued - the 26p from Harrison and the first class
from Walsall.

The second booklet was issued in March 1998 as the first in a series leading up to stamp
2000. It commemorated the Wilding portrait. This resulted in a mixed reaction among the
confirmed Machin fans. The quality of the booklet was very high (Figure 3).
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Figure 2 - BBC Prestige Booklet

Figure 3 - Wilding Prestige Booklet

A Big Year For Self Adhesives

....··• These booklets generated a number of new
singles. Getting these stamps in a fine used
form is difficult, thanks to the vandalism of
the British Post Office.

A booklet of self adhesive first class non value indicated stamps was issued by the post office
in 1993; it proved unpopular because of quality problems. In 1997, self adhesive formats of
both the first and second class non-value indicated stamps were issued. These were printed
by Enschede in a horizontal portrait format as vertical rolls.

Further issues were produced in 1998. Vertical rolls, again printed by Enschede but with a
portrait format were issued in April. Sheet stamps printed by Walsall were issued in June.
So far, all issues have been limited to the non-value indicated stamps. The different printings
may be distinguished by a number of features.

New high values

Enschede were given the contract to print the castle high value series. The new printings
(right) gave a lighter and more detailed image relative to the previous Harrison printings
(left) The position of the ellipse was also different.

Volume 17 Number 1
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CANADA TO US AIRMAIL
Ian McMahon

When posting a letter today we take for granted that the stamps of the country of origin will
be sufficient to pay for delivery of the letter anywhere in the world. This has certainly not
always been the case. and even in relatively recent times, stamps from more than one country
have been required to be affixed to ensure delivery by the required method. One example of
this is the requirement in the 1920s for letters posted in Canada requiring airmail service in
the USA to have the Canadian postage charges paid in Canadian stamps and the US airmail
charges prepaid in CS stamps.

The service began on 14 August 1926 when, besides the Canadian postage rate, the US
airmail rate had to be paid in CS stamps. From 1 February 1927 the US airmail charge (in
addition to the Canadian postage charges) was 8c for a half ounce, 18c for one ounce and 26c
for one and a half ounces. On 16 February 1927 the US airmail charges became lac per half
ounce. On 1 August 1928, the requirement to use US stamps was removed and the airmail
rate from Canada to the USA became the same as Canadian domestic rates (5c per ounce).

The cover depicted below illustrates this requirement. The envelope was posted in Victoria,
British Columbia on 24 July 1928 and addressed to Chicago, USA. It travelled via Seattle,
where the US airmail stamp was cancelled, to Chicago, receiving a Chicago (Air Mail
Registry Div) backstarnp on 27 July. The 2c George V embossed stamp paid the 2c
Canadian letter rate to the USA while a lac Canadian George V 'admiral' stamp has been
added to pay the registration fee. The USA airmail fee has been paid by the addition of a
1927 lac US airmail stamp depicting the 'Spirit of St Louis' issued in honour of the US
aviator, Charles Lindbergh.

In an unusual twist, the Canadian Post Office is currently trialling the sale of US Postal
Service postage prepaid Priority Mail envelopes in Calgary for use for express mail items
from Canada to the CSA.

Reference: AS Wawrukiewicz and H W Beecher US International Mail Rates 1872-1996
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FORMULA 4~EROGRAMMES
OF THE

BRITSH COM~IONWEAL TH - PART 1

Darryl Fuller

':W'I&rm' ~ MAn
I.ETTER CARD

This article is based on the display I
gave to the Philatelic Society as my
annual President's display at the AGM.
The collection itself is the result of Ed
Druce's GASC (Great Australian
Stationery Challenge) but was in fact
sparked by a single formula aerogramme
I had from Antigua. It did not fit into
my Leeward Island stationery collection
so I used it as a start when Ed's
challenge was thought of. This
collection received a silver bronze medal
in New Zealand and a positive comment
from one judge that it showed potential
as a subject. I must agree with him and
it is my intention to expand the
collection.

.,. AHYTHtHG IS [NCLO!IO nu~c.•.•e
wlt.1. Sf SIN' .T OItOI"""" ••.•.1\..

""HIN 'OlOIO THI I.ITT[II ',"'0 _un COJill'O." U' SIlt ....., SHA.-('"'"'
TMI Il.U( eollOl" WITHIN WHICH THI AOOllas OI"'.T •••••, II "",","VI.

The first aerogramme was in fact issued
by Iraq on 15 July 1933 but did not
really take off until World War II.
During the war, aerogramme use was
restricted to military personnel and was
an obvious weight saving measure for
airmail letters, given the war time
restrictions. Figure 1 illustrates a typical
unused example of a formula
aerogram me used by a number of
military personnel. This particular
aerogramme was used 1941-44 by
Australian, B.M.F. and M.E.F personnel.
However, what makes this particular
item so interesting is that it is an
unseparated pair from a proof sheet of
eight air mail letter cards.

The formula aerogrammes from World
.War II are fairly easily found and are a
popular field, usually because of the
A.P.O. and censor markings found on

.,.\? .•'--) -+j - \~ \. them. Figure 2 illustrates a typical usage
Figure 1 Pair of 1941-44 Air Mail Letter Cards from East Africa and is a variant on the
taken from a proof sheet of eight (50% normal) proof example. Under the stamp in a

box is the same inscription about adding a British 3d stamp. This aerogramme has a blue

,_.
!:

':fi!1'ild@' !>JR MAll
LETIER CARD

AlP. 3d
8ririsl.
Soomp
he,_

I' ANYTHING IS CNClOS[U ~ C,,'"'
WI1.1. sr: Sl"' ,., OItOI••.•.tn' ."I\...

WHIN '01.010 THI LmU CUD flUST 1::0"'0 •• IN SI'%! AHO 5HA'" "'""""
TH!! aLUE .01101:111' WITHI" WHICH THI 400llfS5 ONl1' •••. ., It WiII1TTOi.
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Figure 2. Typical WWII usage of a British Forces formula aercgramme ; aerogrammes,

'-------------------------------; Kessler. has
over 70 pages of British Military aerograrnrnes. During the latter pan of 1944 and
immediately after WWII aerogrammes came into widespread use by the general public

BY AIR MAil
LETT~

1/. tJ.L~Jlt,
~3 te-..../iAJ (l,;~

;\)~ I

r .. ,

vaT CONIJOItM IN SIZE AND SMA,. WITH
H T~ ADDllteSS ONLY WAY a WltITTaN.

~. overlay over
ill half of the1 inside of the
I I aerogr~mt e.
n : twas \\TIt en
l :at the General

I··Hospital in
. : ):airobi on 21I:May 194: and
I . is cancelled by
, I); a E.NA.P.O.2
i datestamp It

was censored
on its way to
Rhodesia.

There are a
'. wide range of

! i
these military
type and the

I : bible of

Immediately after the war most aerogramme usage was with formula aerogrammes because
they were widely available and convenient to both postal authorities and stores selling
stationery. A good example of early use immediately after the war is shown in Figure 3.
This is very early use of a black on cream formula aerogramme sent from 5t Lucia to the

Straits ""'t'}"" .•' .,.. -
Settlements. ":.
Posted on 5
December 1945
it received the
Onward Air
Transmission
(OAT) red
handstamp in
transit. With 8d
in postage this is
a higher rate than
the general 6d
rate subsequently
introduced.

The problem
with formula
aerogrammes IS

to ascertain
which were sold
by the post office

Volume 17 Number 1
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Figure 3 Early use of a post WWII formula aerogramme on 5 DE 1945
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and which were sold privately. There are many similar types of formula aerogrammes used
III different parts of the British Commonwealth. For example, the black on cream type

r;;;;_iiiiiiiiiir;;;:;;:;;:;;;::;';;:;;;;::;:,:jii;:;;;S;;;:;;:::~:::;:::::::::;::~;:;:;;;;;;;;::;;:::::;::;;:~;:;;;;;;;;:-l ill ustrat ed in figure
3 is typical of the
first formula type .
Another early type
that appears to be
restricted to the
British West Indies
are black on green.
Figure 4 illustrates
one of these
philatelically used
from Montserrat.
The few I have seen
were all philatelic
usage but this is not
necessaril y a bad
thing. Usage by or
to well-known
philatelists often
indicates that an
item was for sale to
the public by the

post office. It is difficult in an article like this to cover all of the types that may exist
particularly from the early years. However countries with a high usage often have a number
of different c -v-r -- ;": -t-

" ~
fc.- BY AIR MAIL

.....:~1Xf~;MAil....
:~~~m"..i~briNGIS ENCLOSED, TlDS LETTER
'.'.i;c,~wn..V"'..BE:~ENT BY ORDINARY .MAIL. :-.(~~~~l*~::~t~}·Lj:~··:--, ..

-.-:,~~~;:~~~':'~'> :."
,

Address portion

'" .

.:·r. __.

······ ..·~··········· ..·······:"" ·· .. ·· ..::i~:·.. :-·:··~.. · :: : , .
~~ . """ . ' .•.........................................................................................

types that were
local! y printed.
Jamaica is a
good example
that has been
studied III some
detail and
Figure 5
illustrates one
of the locally
printed types.
This example
was used c 1946
and has been
allocated to
Printers Limited
by Foster who
studied the
postal stationery
and stamps of

AIR LETTE~':,
IF ANYTHING IS ENClOSEO,\ . >
THIS LETTER WILL BE SENT _.:",.~"
BY ORDINARY MAIL.

Jamaica ..
The two aerogrammes shown on this page are called air letters, as opposed to the earlier air
mail letter cards. It was not until much later that the term aerogramme came into common
use. Towards the end of the 1940's and into the 1950's most formula aerogrammes are ofa

-----~~~,-IkdJ~:1
---::_:::~-~::=:~::_:~.I

-------------------------------------------------...' 'j
~ -.~ ;;<1~'

•• . .I,~'":..c tt !::' .•

] ---- .•..-----. --- .•.••.•-":--:-::~-:__- ..:-:_-:_:_:-_-------:""--_~----. ~~-r -----'--- --------------- ---- ---~:...t.~7~:'::.~~
Figure 5 Jamaican formula aerogramme printed locally by Printers Ltd
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similar style. Figure example of this, and IS a ruce
commerciall y used r---~~~=-----'-':::"=-------l----""':-------;-----...!.-=-:-::----:--1

of a

To be continued .. Figure 6 A typical 19405 and 50s style formula aerograrnme.

formula
aersramme from
British Honduras.
There are many
combinations of
this type of
formula
aerozramme with
differences in the
inscription, the
colour of the
overlay (grey,
green or blue), the
colour of the paper
and the colour of
the interior
overlay.

AUSTR;\LIAN PHILATELIC FEDERATIO::\"
PRODUCT (Weight) PRICE QTY V~-\.L{;E

I ~~~~RP~:;:;~~~i~2~';i~
Each 550gms S 14.50
Per 20 I ]50'<"75 520.80 ,

I ST.-\ivlPSAFE BOX ]60'2;7775 5990
! \VHITE ARCHlY AL DISPLAY PAGES
,I P.-\GES 283mm x 250mm, Punche Per 50 650gms S37.00
I PAGES 283mm x 250mm, Unpunched Per 50 65 0 <2)17S 537.00
,I ;-fEW DISPLAY PAGES

Per 50 500gms S 10.00 I:1 Plain Pages, 283mm x 216mm
I Pages with Grille, 283 mm x 216mm Per 50 I 500gm5 $15.00 I., -
'I Plain Pages, 283mm x 230mm Per 50 500gn75 $11.00
Ii SHEET PROTECTORS, POL YPROPYLENE

S15.00 I
.,

·1 Protectors 290mm x 252mm Per 50 -I50gms
'I Protectors 290mm x 218mm Per 50 -100'<"75 51500 I
I SHEET PROTECTORS, MYLAR I

516.00 I:1 Side Opening 290mm x 260mm Per 10 ::00gm5
,! Side Opening 290mm x 220mm Per 10 J90gms $16.00 I
I Top opening 290mm x 260mm Per 10 ]00gm5 S 16.00
POST AGE & PACKING* First Kilo 57.00 I i

Add'j Kilos 5300 I ,

TOTAL ANIOUNT ENCLOSED S ;
I

All orders to: ARCHIVAL PRODUCTS
AUSTRALIAN PHILATELIC FEDERATION
PO BOX 208
TORRENS PARK SA 5062
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YOUR FAVOURITE DEALER

Write. phone or fax for your free copy of one of our competitive price lists:

1. Australia and Territories
2. Australian States
3. New Zealand

4. South Pacific Islands

We stock most brands of albums, catalogues and accessories. you can order them by providing us
with two business days notice prior to one of the Canberra shows which we attend regularly.

We regularly attend the Griffin Centre Sunday Shows
Hope to see you there on the Second Sunday in every month.

We also service wants lists and provide professional insurance valuations. we buy and sell quality
stamps and collections. postcards, phonecards and cigarette cards. We accept Bankcard,

Mastercard, Visa:' American Express. cheques money orders and (of course!) cash.
Give is a try. you'll be pleasantly surprised by our competitive prices and friendly service.

PO Box 478 Avalon Beach, NSW 2107
Phone: 0299745707 Fax: 0299741177

Only one stamp magazine orovrces
the complete coverage "down uncer'

Stamp News
A LSTRAL. .••::,I.A

Australasia's
leading magazine

The leader tor news
The leaaer for comment
The leader for circulation
The qreates: coverage of Australian
and Pacific news of any Stamp Magazine
in the Worid

Sample copy. subscriptions and
advertising rates on request.

All major credit cards accepted.

Stamp News Australasia
PO Box 1410,

Dubbo. NS\\'. 2830. Australia
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